TOULOUSE ACTIVITIES
LET S VISIT AIRBUS

https://www.toulouse-visit.com/
AEROSCOPIA
http://www.musee-aeroscopia.fr/en
This aviation museum was built on the very spot the A380 Airbus
was first completed. Here you can admire commercial and military
aircraft and learn behind-the-scenes knowledge about the industry,
as well as clamber inside certain vessels.
Cité de l’Espace
http://www.cite-espace.com/
The fantastic space museum on the city's eastern outskirts brings
Toulouse's illustrious aeronautical history to life through hands-on
exhibits, including a moon-running simulator, a rotating pod to test
your tolerance for space travel, a planetarium and an observatory,
plus a vast cinema to immerse you in a space mission. The
showpieces are the full-scale replicas of iconic spacecraft, including
Place du Capitole
Toulouse's magnificent main square is the city's literal and
metaphorical heart, where Toulousiens turn out en masse on sunny
evenings to sip a coffee or an early aperitif at a pavement cafe. On
the eastern side is the 128m-long façade of the Capitole, the city
hall, built in the 1750s. Inside is the Théâtre du Capitole, one of
France's most prestigious opera venues, and the over-the-top, late

Canal
du Midi
The Canal
du Midi is an engineering wonder, a 241km waterway
constructed under Louis XIV to link the Atlantic to the
Mediterranean Sea. Deservedly inscribed on Unesco's list of the
world's cultural heritage, the stretch wending from Toulouse
towards Port Lauragais has 40km of cycling and walking paths to

http://www.plan-canal-du-midi.com/

PARIS CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
Museum Air and Space Paris Le Bourget
http://www.museeairespace.fr/en/
Located within Europe’s leading business aviation airport Paris-Le
Bourget, the Museum of Air and Space is one of the world’s finest
aviation museums, both for the wealth of its collections and long
history. It features an incredible collection of more than 400
aircraft, 150 of which are on display, from the very first aeroplanes
to the Breguet 19 “Point d’Interrogation”, the Spitfire and
Concorde.
Street art in Paris

http://www.streetarttourparis.com/

Paris is an open-air museum! Just look up and you’ll see some
amazing works: graffiti emblematic of hip-hop culture, mischievous
stencils, poetic collages as well as monumental murals covering
many facades.
Between Montmartre and the Butte-aux-Cailles, keep on the
lookout because even the smallest space is an invitation to create
art, and in many places in Paris, concrete surfaces are covered in
colourful murals.
So, if you are in the mood for an unusual walk to discover Paris
through its street art, here are 5 districts to explore:13TH
ARRONDISSEMENT: MASSIVE MURALS,THE CENTRE OF PARIS:
Château de Versailles
Versaille ' castle

http://en.chateauversailles.fr/

Cruise on Seine River

https://www.bateauxparisiens.com/en
/cruise-tours.html

BARBECUE PARTY AND CREPE PARTY ON TERRACE

